Most of the power network services such as voltage control, asset management, or flow monitoring are implemented within a centralized paradigm. Novel distributed power generation techniques-eolian fields or local solar panels-are decentralizing this generation paradigm and forcing companies to change their traditional centralized infrastructure. This implies that intelligence and data sources are now spread over the whole network. Smart grids may enable to manage such a change although any standard architecture to deploy them on a power network exists. This challenges researchers to design and implement a new distributed storage system able to offer different levels of consistency and replication depending on the physical location of the smart sensor and according to the network needs. This paper reviews the requirements of smart grids and presents a new dynamic storage architecture following the flavor of cloud computing. This architecture is based on a variant of the primary copy scheme and is suitable to store all needed data and enable smart grids to solve the required functions in a distributed way. Moreover, it is able to offer high scalability and a consistency level similar to the one required by wireless sensor networks.
INTRODUCTION
Power networks are demanded to be high reliable and available because they have to supply all the infrastructures of a country at anytime and anywhere. This prevents power companies from updating and improving their systems because most of the changes may seriously affect critical services they are currently providing since novel devices might not be as tested as older ones. This leads to inefficient-due to their centralized nature-schemes which are expensive and even harder to maintain and scale.
With the growth of renewable energies the power network centralized model not only scales but also cannot work properly; the aforementioned renewable energy sources behave different than traditional sources. Moreover, current power networks are not able to remotely monitor power consumptions on the low voltage (LV) network which prevents companies from building new business strategies fitted to the end user needs (Brown, 2008) . This situation claims to a substantial change which consists of decentralizing the power network and building a distributed system able to fulfill the current society requirements and technologies.
Recently, this new paradigm has also been referred to as smart grid (intelligent grid). The goal of a smart grid is to take advantage of the current digital technologies and build up an intelligent information system over all devices within the power network: from suppliers to consumers. This might allow companies to tune the power distribution and route energy where and when it is needed.
The purpose of this paper is to focus on the computer engineering field and propose a distributed architecture able to efficiently store and ease the computation of any data generated by the power network. This distributed storage architecture must be slightly different than the ones used on web services (Paz et al., 2010) or in cloud computing based storage (White, Tom, 2009; Palankar and et al., 2008) since smart grids demand a set of requirements have not been explored yet.
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
Smart grids, as opposite to classical power networks, have become data driven applications since they own a management layer which takes decisions based on the current status of the network. This forces to redefine the whole power network architecture and its specifications as now there is a need for storing and processing data besides supplying power. Next we review such needs and state the basics of our proposal.
Smart grids demand a trade off between static (Patiño- Martínez and et al., 2005) and dynamic (Aguilera and et al., 2009; Das et al., 2010 ) systems because they behave as a dynamic system but they may need some strong consistency (Vogels, 2009 ) requirements that typical cloud based techniques are currently unable to offer. Hence, our proposal is to build a hybrid system which take advantage of both distributed system schemes, static and dynamic. Furthermore, there are several applications (also referred to as smart functions) that run over the smart grid, such as power flow monitoring, under/over voltage monitoring, load shedding, or fault analysis. Each application has its own particular requirements so the proposed architecture must be flexible enough to support such variety of functions. Thus, the distributed storage architecture must provide the following: Reliability. It must be fully tested since major changes on it may imply eventual denial of services. Availability. It also has to ensure that there always be available data despite its level of consistency. Fault Tolerance and Recovery. It has to be able to reconfigure its internal characteristics in order to keep supplying and storing data in case of failure. Dynamic Consistency. Smart functions that require different levels of consistency. For example, on one hand, data needed to perform a load shedding requires strong consistency (Vogels, 2009 ) since it performs critical operations with the current values of the network. On the other hand, data needed to perform power monitoring might require a weaker consistency level since this function tolerates some kind of delay. Minimum Message Exchange. It is important to keep a low network overhead in order to guarantee that there were no bottlenecks, and data will flow over the network in an efficient way.
To fulfill these requeriments, we propose a distributed storage architecture built on top of the power network able to afford the dynamic behavior of smart grids (e.g., a solar panel may stop supplying energy).
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
As depicted in Figure 1 a smart grid is seen as a set of clusters linked by a telecommunications network. A cluster is composed of up to ten devices placed on the same geographical area. Each device has limited storage and computing capabilities and it might not be able to solve the whole required smart functions on its own. Smart meters are attached to these devices and report them their measurements from the smart grid. Each device in the cluster is labeled as X i j where X corresponds to the device role in the cluster (Primary, Pseudo-Primary or Secondary); i is the cluster identifier, and j is the device identifier. In the same way, we define the ancestor of a cluster m as the node X i j (that belongs to cluster i (m = i)) which is updating an arbitrary pseudo-primary k of this cluster (PP mk ). Figure 1 shows an example where we have that region 2 is formed by devices P 2k | k = [1, 3] where P 21 is the primary of this region; P 22 is a common device; P 23 is the pseudo-primary, (that's why it is named PP 23 ); and, its ancestor is P 11 . Respectively, S 61 is the only device on region 6 and its ancestor is PP 33 .
Regarding data consistency, we define the replication depth r as the amount of different clusters that data are allowed to cross while being replicated. This value might be dynamically tuned according to the computation latency or the system performance.
Next, we describe the proposed architecture and explain how it solves the replication, consistency, and fault tolerance issues.
Architecture Overview
Although the number of smart sensors may substantially increase as time goes by, the number of devices that control them should not grow in the same way. The proposed architecture focuses on the devices instead of the smart meters which is an attempt to avoid scalability issues from the latter ones by hiding their dynamism. Any device belonging to a cluster may simultaneously adopt different roles according to the current situation: (1) primary master, (2) primary slave, (3) pseudo-primary. When a device is propagating data from their directly attached smart meters, it will act as a primary master and will treat the rest of devices in its cluster as their primary slaves. When a device receives data from another cluster it will be acting as a repeater (pseudo-primary). Blue lines just illustrate the particular case of P 11 broadcasting data.
Replication
Replication provides availability and fault tolerance. However, it increases the number of messages since all replicas have to be synchronized which reduces the system throughput. Regarding the time when updates get propagated to the replicas there exist two major strategies; (1) eager replication (Bernstein and et al., 1987) provides strong consistency but poor scalability, and (2) lazy replication (Wiesmann and Schiper, 2005) provides higher scalability but has more difficulties to maintain consistency-i.e. replicas may diverge. Regarding the amount of sites that update data, there exist two major replication strategies; (1) active (Amir and Tutu, 2002) provides strong consistency since all replicas are synchronized but has low scalability, and (2) passive (Pedone et al., 2000) provides higher scalability but has some troubles on maintaining strong consistency since all replicas might be unsynchronized.
As shown in Figure 2 , our proposal is a hybrid solution that performs (1) active and eager replication in the primary-master's cluster, and (2) passive and lazy replication in other clusters. This improves the scalability of classical architectures (Jiménez-Peris et al., 2002) and defines different consistency regions.
Consistency
Research on consistency protocols has been conducted for many years and several approaches have been proposed by the community. There are two major alternatives when defining the consistency properties of a system: (1) strong consistency and (2) weak consistency. Regarding our proposal, we take advantage of both strong and weak consistency strategies and propose a hybrid solution inspired by cloud-based storage and data stream warehouses (DeCandia et al., 2007; Golab and Johnson, 2011) .
In the master's cluster we implement strong consistency between all replicas. This improves fault tolerance since another device of the cluster could easily take over from a primary-master's fault. Moreover, this avoids the typical single point of failure problem. Once data are strongly consistent in the master's cluster, devices start propagating them with a time stamp k to their pseudo-primaries. Therefore, we are currently implementing an eventually consistent system between the pseudo-primaries. To sum up, from the consistency point of view, we have shown how our hybrid architecture uses both strong and weak (actually k-weak) consistency techniques. Next we describe how our architecture deals with fault tolerance.
Fault Tolerance
Fault tolerance is the ability of the system to recover from a spontaneous site fault. Distributed systems are prone to different types of failures (Cristian, 1991) . Since smart grids are hardly dependent on the communication network, we can assume that this channel will be reliable enough and focus our efforts on the distributed storage architecture. We also assume that any site may fail according to the crash model.
Regarding our proposal, there may exist two different failure cases: (1) the failure of a primary, and (2) the failure of a pseudo-primary. In the former, we inherit the advantages of the active replication techniques and are able to easily recover since any other primary-slave can immediately take over the situation. In the latter, as soon as the ancestor of the failed node belonging to another cluster, detects its unresponsiveness, it will select a new pseudo-primary. 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
As shown in the previous sections, our proposal takes benefit from many techniques used in distributed systems. However, these techniques have never been put together and neither tested and need to be discussed:
Master Cluster Reduction. Some members of the master region might be excluded from the active replication. Active replication does not scale well (Wiesmann and Schiper, 2005) and with the proper selection of representatives we could speed up this process.
Enhance the Takeover Process. A pseudo-primary could do active replication within its cluster. This role is not an exclusive one in the cluster, it can be also responsible for several smart meters and, thus, collaborate in the active replication protocol. Recall that there are not so many nodes in a given cluster.
Failure Detection. Active replication within a pseudo-primary cluster may (1) enhance the failure node detection process, and (2) speed up the synchronization of the new device in the replication chain.
Distributed Computing. Our proposed architecture allows to perform distributed computation on the read steps. Thanks to the fact that required data travel across the replication chain, each node might be able perform a piece of the computation required.
Dynamic Replication Depth Tuning. If we were able to dynamically adjust this value our system might adapt better to their requirements. Hence, we could use a cognitive system and apply some machine learning techniques (Mitchell, 1997) in order to (1) evaluate the whole system status and (2) predict the optimal value of the replication depth for each data item.
In this paper we have defined a way to distribute and store information across the network so that the computation needed for smart functions can be greatly reduced. This work aims to provide some insight into the world of smart grids from a data perspective. For the sake of simplicity during the presentation of our system, we have outlined simple scenarios about the replication policy or fault-tolerance issues that need to be treated in detail in further works.
